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EXISTENTIALLY COMPLETE SOLVABLE GROUPS
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ABSTRACT.  It is known that the theory of abelian groups has a model com-

panion but that the theory of groups does not.  We show that for any fixed 22 a 2

the theory of groups solvable of length    s 22 has no model companion.   For the

metabelian case  (22 = 2) we prove the stronger result that the classes of finitely

generic, infinitely generic, and existentially complete metabelian groups are all

distinct.   We also give some algebraic results on existentially complete metabel-

ian groups.

0. Introduction. In 1970, Eklof and Sabbagh [2] showed that the theory 7, of

abelian groups has a model companion, but that the theory T of groups does not.

Shortly afterward, A. Macintyre [5] strengthened the negative result for groups by

showing that the class of existentially complete groups is distinct from the class

of infinitely generic ones. In this paper we consider analogous questions for some

theories of groups intermediate between the extremes represented by 7j and 7.

Specifically, for each integer n > 1, let  T    be the theory of groups solvable

of length < n. (Some of the model-theoretic and group-theoretic terminology rele-

vant to this paper will be recalled in §1.) Thus  7j gives abelian groups, 7'

gives metabelian groups, and so on.   Our main results are the following:

Theorem 1. For any n>2,T    has no model companion.

For the case »2 = 2, we have a stronger result:

Theorem 2.  There is an   3V3 sentence of first-order group theory which holds

in every infinitely generic metabelian group and fails in every finitely generic

metabelian group.   Thus no metabelian group is both finitely generic and infinite-

ly generic, so in particular the class of existentially complete metabelian groups is dis-

tinct from the class of infinitely generic ones and from the class of finitely generic ones.
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We also give some further results on existentially complete metabelian groups.

For example, we show that if G is any finitely generic metabelian group and G

its commutator subgroup, then G/G       is periodic, i.e. contains no elements of in-

finite order.  We also show that there exists a finitely generic metabelian group

which is itself periodic.   By way of contrast, if G is an infinitely generic meta-

belian group, then G/G       is never periodic.

1. Preliminaries.  We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions

of first-order model theory, and with the notions of finite and infinite forcing in

model theory, finitely and infinitely generic structures, and finite and infinite forc-

ing companions.    (The fundamental papers are [7] and [8].) We recall that if L is

a first-order language and 2 a class of L-structures then a structure A e S is

said to be existentially complete in S if for any B £ 2 which extends A and any

L-formula ifr of the form 3xj ••• 3x <f>, where (f> is quantifier-free and has con-

stants from A, B t= i/r implies A  t= iff:  If K is a theory in L, then a theory K

is said to be a model companion of K it K    is model-complete (see [9]) and K

and K    ate mutually model-consistent, i.e. any model of K can be embedded in a

model of  K'  and vice-versa.  (Model companions are introduced in [2]. If  K.  and

K2   ate model companions of   K,   then   Kj   and   K2  have the same models; this

is proved in [l], but the essential idea is already in [9].)  If   2  is the class

of all substructures of models of   K,   i.e. the class   Mod(Kw)  of models of

the set of universal consequences of K, then K has a model companion iff the

class of existentially complete structures in 2 is elementary in the wider sense

(see [2]); thus in particular to establish that a theory K has no model companion

it is sufficient to show that the class of existentially complete structures in

Mod(Xw) is not closed under ultrapowers.

For definiteness, we axiomatize the theory  T of groups in a first-order lan-

guage with equality which has a binary function symbol °, a unary function symbol

, and a constant symbol 1  (intended to denote respectively group multiplica-

tion, inverses, and the identity element).   It is easy to write down a set T oí uni-

versal sentences in this language which axiomatizes the theory of groups.

In order to describe the theories T , we recall that if a and b are elements

of a group G then their commutator [a, b\ is defined as the element a" b~ ab oí

G. The derived (or commutator) subgroup G of G is the subgroup of G gener-

ated by ¡[a, b\: a, h £ G\. The derived subgroup of G( ' is then denoted by G* ,

the derived subgroup of G is denoted by G , and so on. Each G is a nor-

mal subgroup of G, G    VG is abelian for each 72, and we have  G ^> G      3

G      T).  If G     = il!, the trivial subgroup, G is said to be solvable of length

< n.  If we agree to define a second commutator as the commutator of two commuta-

tors, a third commutator as the commutator of two second commutators, and so on,
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then it is easy to see that G is solvable of length < 22 iff every 22th commutator is

1. It is clear that this latter condition is expressible by a universal sentence <f>

of our language.   If we define 7    as 7 U \<f>  !, then each 7    is a set of univer-

sal sentences, and the models of 7    are precisely the groups solvable of length

The principal algebraic tool of this paper is the standard unrestricted wreath

product (see, e.g., [lO]).   Let A and B be groups.  Recall that the Cartesian

power A     is the set of functions from B to A, with multiplication defined com-

ponentwise:  fgib) = fib)gib) fot all b £ B.  If B acts on itself by right multiplica-

tion then we have an induced action on the Cartesian power; if / £ A     and b £ B,

then the result /   of rVs acting on / is given by /  (a) = fiab~ ) for a e B. The

semidirect product of A     and B, with this action, is denoted by A Wr B and

called the standard unrestricted wreath product of A and B.  The elements of

A Wr B are pairs ib, f) with b £ B and / £ AB; and we have ib, f)ic, g) =

(z3c, fcg). When it is convenient we identify A     with the set of elements of the

form (l, /), and B with the set of elements of the form ib, 1); thus we sometimes

write the element ib, f) as bf. We observe that if A and B are abelian, then

A Wr B is metabelian; more generally, if A and B are solvable of lengths < 222

and < 72, respectively, then A Wr B is solvable of length < m + n.

We will need some facts about wreath products.   The first is a beautiful theo-

rem of Kaloujnine and Krasner [4] (a proof can also be found in [lO]), which says

that A Wr B is universal for extensions of A  by B:

Theorem. // G is an extension of A  by B then G can be embedded in A Wr B.

Actually we will need not only the fact that the embedding exists, but some

information about "where it sends what", so we give the definition of the map.

Denote the canonical homomorphism of G onto B by ~; let X be a transversal

of A (i.e. a set of coset representatives) and define a map ( ) from B to G by

sending b £ B to the element of X which represents it. Define 6 : G —» A Wr B

by gd = gf , where  /   £ A     is given by the function f ib) = (bg~ )g(b)~   tot
8 8 8

b£B.

We will also need part of a result from a paper of Peter M. Neumann; we state

the relevant part in the following form.

Theorem [6, Corollary 5.3, p. 352]. // w £ A Wr B has the form w = bf with

b £ B of infinite order and f £ A   , and if h £ A   ,  then there exists g £ A    such

that w~ g~ wg = h.

Finally, for the proof of Theorem 2 we will need a result of P. Hall which

says that finitely generated metabelian groups are residually finite.   We defer dis-

cussion of this result to §3, where Theorem 2 is proved.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1. Since  T    is a universal theory, Mod (T .J) = Mod (T );
n '  ' 72 V 72   '

in particular every existentially complete element of S   = Mod (T J) is a model

of T , so our task in proving Theorem 1 is to show that the class of existentially

complete models of T    is not elementary.  As indicated above, we will do this by

showing that the class is not closed under ultrapowers.

In their proof of the corresponding result for the theory T of all groups,

Eklof and Sabbagh used the result of G. Higman, B. H. Neumann, and H. Neumann

which says that ii a, b ate elements of a group G and a and b have the same

order, then there is an extension H of G in which a and b are conjugate to each

other.   However, if G is solvable of length < 72 then it is easy to see that it need

not be possible to choose H solvable of length < 72, so this result will not serve

us here.  We replace it with the following proposition, forged out of the algebraic

machinery indicated in §1.

Proposition 1. // G £ S , c £ G        , and b £ G has infinite order modulo

G        , then there exists an extension H of G in S   and an element g £ H such11 '72 &

that b    g    bg-c.

Proof. Let A = G(n_1), B = G/A. Notice that A Wr B £ 1 , and consider the

Kaloujnine-Krasner embedding 6 : G —* A Wr ß. bO has the form bf with b £ B of

infinite order; cd £ A   . So by Peter Neumann's result,

A Wr B k   IgUbd)-1 og4o (bd) o g = cd).

An obvious isomorphism yields an extension H of G in S    such that

H N 3g(&-1g_1èg = c).

Remark. In fact it is clear that g can be chosen to be a commutator.

The next two propositions contain the algebraic information we will need

about existentially complete (e.c.) elements of 2^.

Proposition 2.  Let n > 2 0720" let G be e.c. in S .  Then for any prime q, G

contains an element of order q which is not in G   "  .

Proof. Let A be any nontrivial abelian group and let B be an abelian group

containing an element b oí infinite order and an element c of order q. In A Wr B

pick an element (1, /) of A such that (l, f)(c, I) 4 (c, l)(l, /), i.e. such that

fc 4 f; such an / clearly exists because if a £ B then ac~ 4 a (since c 4 1)

so since A is nontrivial there exists / e A such that f(ac~ ) 4 f(a), i.e. / (a)

4 /(«)• By the presence of b and Neumann's result, (1, /) is a commutator in

A Wr B. Thus A Wr B contains an element c of order a which does not commute

with some commutator /.
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Now again by Neumann's result, every element of  (A Wr ß)     is a commutator

in (A Wr ß)Wr B.  If we identify A Wr B with the set of constant functions in

(A Wr B)B C (A Wr ß)Wr B, we see that /, which is already a commutator in

A Wr B, becomes a second commutator in (A Wr B)Wr B, and c is an element of

order q which does not commute with /.   Proceeding inductively, we see that if

we let H = ( • • • ((A Wr B) Wr B) Wr B • • • )Wr B, where   B is used (22 - 1 ) times, then H

contains an element of order q which fails to commute with some (22 — l)st com-

mutator.   It is clear that the existence of such an element can be expressed by a

first-order existential sentence <f>.

Now since  f/eS f G © fiel , and G © H  t= <¿. Since G is e.c, this22 22' r '

implies that G N <f>- Thus G contains an element of order q which fails to com-

mute with some (n - l)st commutator; such an element is clearly not in G        ,

since G £ 2 .
22

Proposition 3. Let 22 > 2 and let G be e.c. in 2 . If b £ G, then for any

prime q there exists in G an (n — l)st commutator of order q which commutes

with b.

Proof. Let A be an abelian group containing an element of order q, and let

B be an abelian group containing an element of infinite order.  As in the proof of

Proposition 2, H = ( • • • ((A Wr ß)Wr B) • • • )Wr B (where B is used (22 - 1) times)

contains an (22 - l)st commutator or order q. Thus if we embed  G in G © H, we

see that G © H- contains an (22 - l)st commutator of order q which commutes

with  b.   The existence of such an element can be expressed by an existential

sentence if/ involving a constant for b, and since   G is e.c. this sentence must

hold in G.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.

Let G £ 2 be e.c, and let D be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on the set 7 of

positive integers.  Then G*= G ID e 2 .   Let ipi0!,  be an enumeration in order
J* "IX

of magnitude of the prime numbers.   For i £ I let b. be an element of G - GKn~

of order p2 . ,  (by Proposition 2) and let c. be an element of G of order P2 .

which commutes with b ■ (by Proposition 3). Let b, c be the elements of G rep-

resented by the sequences |zj.i and \c.], respectively. Obviously, c e G*(n~ '.

We claim that b has infinite order modulo G   "~  .  For suppose b   £ G for

some integer k.  Then there exist (22 - l)st commutators *.»•••» X   in G   and a

word Wdj> • • • » x) such that bk = W(xt» • • • » xj-  (By a word Wdj, • • • , *r)

we mean either 1 or an expression ¿j/""^/ where each d. is some x. and f. is

an integer.)  If x. is represented by {*..} for 1 < )'< r then for every i in some

set  F £ D, bk - Wdj ., • • • , x .) and each of xl{, • • • , * . is an (72 - l)st commu-

tor.   In particular bk £ G("-I) for every i £ F. But for any i £ I, bk £ G(n_1)
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implies p7 . .\k, since b. 4 G has prime order p7 .  ., so that its order modu-
(n— 1) ' ¿1—1

lo G is P2_i* Thus  F must be finite, contradicting the fact that D is non-

principal.

Now by Proposition 1 there exists an extension H oí G   in S    such that

H  N   3g(b~ g~ bg - c). If G   is e.c, then G    t=  3g(£>~ g~ ¿>g = c). If ¡g.j repre-
* —1   —1 *

sents some g £ G   such that b~ g    bg = c then certainly for some  2 we have

°!      I "l II

But c. was chosen to commute with ¿>., and ¿>. has order p„ . ,, so we get

l-*;»-1^«,    i.e.    i-c'2'"1,
11' 2        '

contradicting the fact that c. has order p   . Thus  G   is not e.c; this completes

the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. In this section we strengthen Theorem 1 for the case

72 = 2, i.e. for the theory T2 of metabelian groups.

We begin by recalling that a group G is said to be residually finite if for any

g 4 1   in G, there exists a normal subgroup H oí finite index in  G such that g 4 H.

It is easy to see, in fact, that if G is residually finite and gj»-'* tgs £ G, g. ^ 1

for 1 < i' < s, then there is a normal subgroup H of finite index such that g. 4 H

for 1 < 1< s.

We will use the following special case of a result of Philip Hall [3].

Theorem.  Every finitely generated metabelian group is residually finite.

We should point out that the corresponding result for groups solvable of

length <3, i.e. for T , is false (see [3]).  This is why we have been able to

strengthen Theorem 1 only for the case 72 = 2. We would also like to express our

thanks to Professor C. F. Miller for informing us of the existence of Hall's result

at a time when it was just what we wanted to know.

To indicate the relevance of Hall's result to our aims we recall the notion of

a finite forcing condition relative to T2-   A condition p(cj,- • • ,c ) (for c. in some

collection C oí new constant symbols) is a finite set of atomic and negated atomic

sentences which is consistent with  T2, i.e. which is such that there exist ele-

ments  a.,...,a    in some metabelian group G such that  G satisfies the conjunc-

tion of the statements in p when c. is interpreted as a..   We can write
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pd,,.-- .cn) = |H'1)1d,,--- ,cj =Wlt2icv...,cj,---,

U\Wr+l<licv...,cj

*  ^ + I,2(cl'---'C2I)'-"'Wr+s,I(cl'---'C72)^r+,.2(cl'-"'C7,)î

for some terms W.. in c, ,•■•,£■ .
27 i 22

What Hall's theorem gives us is

Proposition 4.  Let pic.,' • • , c ) be a condition relative to 7,.   Then there

exists a positive integer m such that p U dj  = 1,» • • ,cm = 1| is a condition.

Proof. Let a.,-» • ,a    be elements of some metabelian group G such that G

satisfies all the elements of p at a^,-" , a .   Let GQ be the subgroup of G gen-

erated by a,,' • ' , a . In the above notation, W , . ,(a, ,•.., a )W ,. ,(a,,« •• ,a )~
y      1 22 r+7,11 n    rrj,¿    í n

4 1  in G0 for 1 < 7 < s.  By Hall's result we can let H be a normal subgroup of

finite index in Gn which excludes these s elements.   G Ja is finite, say of order

222.   Clearly if a',   is the image of a. under the canonical homomorphism for each i

then G J H satisfies all the elements of p at a.,"> ,a , and each a.  satisfies

d;)m = i.

Now let if/ixj be the formula Vx^XjBx^x ([x2, x ] = [x , [*4» *.]]), and

let <£ be  3x,^dj).

Proposition 5.  Let G be any finitely generic metabelian group.   Then G N~"]<p.

Proof. Suppose G N <f>.  Then there is a condition p and a Cj £ C such that

p |b Vx2V*33x43x5([x2,x3]= [c1,[x4,x5]]),

and we can assume that c,  occurs in p.   In particular, for any p.^p and any c ,

c, in C there are c    and c    in C and an extension p? of p.  such that

p2 ||- [c_, c ] = [c,, [c , c ]].  By Proposition 4 there is an integer 222 such that

p0 = p U ic™ = l! is a condition.   If we choose c    and c, not mentioned in p

then we see that pj = P0 U |[c2, cjc^ = cjc2, cj, [c2, c ]m 4 1\ is a condition.

(Let pQ be satisfied in G., let G.  contain a commutator of order q tot some

prime q > m, and consider GQ © Gj, as in the proof of Proposition 3.)  By the

above there exist an extension p2 of pl and c , c    such that p2  lb [c , c ] =

[cj» [c4, c;]], i.e. [c2, c?]= [cj, [c4, c ]] e p2.   Thus

ld2, cjcx = cjc2, cj, cm = 1, [c2, Cj] = [cj,[c4, c5]], d2, cjm 4 1\
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is consistent with  T2, since it is contained in the condition p .   But this is a

contradiction, since the first three formulas in the set imply [c,, c ]m = 1, by the

calculation that was used at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.

Remark. For the purposes of Propositions 5 and 6 we could simplify iff by

deleting x. and replacing  [x  , x ] by just x  .   However in Proposition 7 we will

want iff as it stands.

Proposition 6.   Let G be any infinitely generic metabelian group.   Then Gt=<£.

Proof. Since  T,  has the joint embedding property, all infinitely generic meta-

belian groups are elementarily equivalent to each other (see [8]), so it suffices to

find one infinitely generic  G*such that G (= (f>.

Let A be the cyclic group of order 2 and let B be an infinite cycle on b. Let

G be any metabelian group extending A Wr B.   Then b has infinite order modulo

G    .   For suppose b   £ G    ; then since G is metabelian, b    commutes with

every commutator in G.   It is easy to see that A Wr B is not abelian (cf. the proof

of Proposition 2), so there is a nontrivial commutator c in A Wr B.   Since b   has

infinite order, Neumann's result implies that there exists a commutator d in A Wr B

such that c = (b )~ d~ b d.   Thus ii is a commutator with which b    does not com-

mute and we have a contradiction.

We conclude, by the remark following Proposition 1, that if x is any commu-

tator in G then there exist a metabelian extension H oí G and elements y, z £ H

such that x = [b, [y, z]].  Now assume that G was chosen to be e.c; then there are

such elements y, z in G. Since x was an arbitrary commutator in G, we conclude

that G t= iff(b), so G N <f>.

In particular, we can choose G to be infinitely generic; then G (= cp, finish-

ing the proof.

Propositions 5 and 6 yield the first statement of Theorem 2; the rest of the

theorem follows immediately, as does the conclusion that the finite and infinite

forcing companions  T'2   and T2   of T2 are different.

Remark. It is a general fact that the e.c. structures coincide with the finite-

ly generic ones iff every structure in 2 has a finitely generic extension (see [l]).

In the present case we have been able to give a fairly simple element of £,»

namely the wreath product of Z2 and an infinite cycle, which has no finitely ge-

neric extension.   For as was shown in the proof of Proposition 6, any e.c. exten-

sion of this group satisfies r/>; but Proposition 5 tells us that every finitely ge-

neric metabelian group satisfies ~\<f>.

4. Further results on e.c. metabelian groups.

Proposition 7.  Let G be an e.c. metabelian group, and b £ G.   Then GViffib)

iff b has infinite order modulo G    .
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Proof. If b has infinite order modulo G      then we showed during the proof of

Proposition 6 that G (= if/(b).  Conversely, if b has order n modulo G^ ', then

since G is e.c we see as before that there is in G a commutator c of prime order

q > n which commutes with b.   Thus if G 1= ifrib) there is a commutator d £ G

such that be = d    bd, whence bncn = d~ b"d, so since b" is in the commutator

subgroup and G is metabelian, b"c",= b"d~ d, i.e. c" = 1, a contradiction.

Remark. Thus the property of being of infinite order modulo the commutator

subgroup, which by the ultrapower argument in the proof of Theorem 1 is definitely

not first-order relative to the class of all metabelian groups, is first-order relative

to the class of e.c ones.

Proposition 8. // G is a finitely generic metabelian group then G/G      is

periodic.   If G is an infinitely generic metabelian group then G/G      is not

periodic.

Proof. By Propositions 5, 6, and 7.

In particular, no infinitely generic metabelian group is itself periodic. However, we have

Proposition 9. There exists a periodic finitely generic metabelian group.

Proof. Let LiC) be the language obtained from L by adding countably many

new constants.  Let i^J^j be a listing of all the sentences in L(C\  Define a

complete sequence jp.| of conditions as follows.   Let pj be a condition which

forces either cf>.  or  _|0j.   Let p2 be obtained from pj by using Proposition 4,

i.e. by adding statements which say that for some 222 each constant used in pj de-

notes an element whose 722th.power is 1.   If z > 2 and 2 is odd let p¿ be an exten-

sion of p¿_j which forces either   ^yn+n or "Iv^u/f+n» ^ i>2 and i is even

let p. be obtained from p._j  by using Proposition 4, as above.   Let G be the

finitely generic metabelian group determined by the sequence \pj* Clearly G is

periodic.

Remarks. (1) The corresponding result is true for 7j and false for 7.

(2) Propositions 7 and 9 provide an alternate way of viewing the proof of

Proposition 5, since all finitely generic metabelian groups are elementarily equiv-

alent to each other.

(3) Propositions 2 and 7 imply that the direct product of infinitely many e.c.

metabelian groups is never e.c.

(4) Obviously Propositions 4 and 9 have a general significance.  For example,

it is known that every finitely generated nilpotent group is residually finite.  So

we conclude that if K   denotes the theory of groups nilpotent of class </2, for

any fixed 22, then there exist periodic finitely generic models of K .

It is interesting to ask when a wreath product is itself existentially complete.
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For definiteness we ask when the wreath product of two abelian groups is an e.c

metabelian group.   The next proposition will provide the answer.

Proposition 10. The center of an e.c. metabelian group is trivial.

Proof. Let G £ 12 be e.c; let A = G(1), B = G/G(1). Assume g 4 1 in G.

We claim that we can find an element in some metabelian extension of G which

does notcommute with g; since  G is e.c. this will finish the proof.

Under the Kaloujnine-Krasner embedding of G into A Wr B, g becomes an

element (b, f) with b £ B, f £ A   .We distinguish two cases.

Case (1): b 4 1. Observe that A is nontrivial since an e.c. metabelian group

is clearly not abelian.  As in Proposition 2, we let a £ B and observe that ab~ 4 a,

so since A is nontrivial there is h £ A     such that h   4 h, which implies that

(b, f) does not commute with (1, h).

Case (2) : b - 1. Since g 4 I, b - I  implies that there is some a £ B such

that ¡(a) 4 1. Let C be a proper abelian extension of B; then we can embed

A Wr B into A Wr C by sending (d, h) to (d, k), where k £ A     has the value

h(x) for x £ B and the value I lot x £ C - B. Thus (b, f) = (1, /) is mapped to

(1, t) where t(x) = f(x) lot x £ B and t(x) =1 for x £ C - B. Let y e C - B.

Then ay- l £C-B so t(ay~ l) « 1, but t(a) = ¡(a) 4 I, so ty 4 t, which implies

that (y, 1) eA Wr C does not commute with (1, t).

Corollary.,  Let A and B be abelian.   Then A Wr B  is never e.c. in 5L.

Proof. If A is trivial A Wr B is abelian and so not e.c. in 22.  If A is not

trivial let a 4 1  in A; then the element / £ A     such that f(b) = a for all b £ B

is not the identity element of A Wr B, but it is easy to check that it is in the cen-

ter.   Thus A Wr B is not e.c, by Proposition 10.

Next, we prove

Proposition 11. // G is an e.c. metabelian group, then both G and G/G

are e.c. in 2j.

Proof.  Probably the easiest approach is to use Eklof and Sabbagh's charac-

terization of the class of e.c. abelian groups [2].  Eklof and Sabbagh proved that

an abelian group is e.c. as an element of Sj  iff

(I) the group is divisible; and

(II) for every prime p there are infinitely many elements of order p.

First consider G(1). Embed G into G(I) Wr G/GW by the Kaloujnine-Krasner

map; let E be an e.c. abelian group extending G    , and embed G    Wr G/G     into

F Wr G/G      in the obvious way; finally let B be an abelian group extending

G/G      and containing an element of infinite order, and embed E Wr G/G      into
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E Wr B as in Case (2) of the proof of Proposition 10.  Under these maps an ele-

ment x of G      becomes an element of E   ; since E and therefore E     is divisi-

ble by (I), for any positive integer n there is in E     an element y such that

y   = x.   By Peter Neumann's result y is a commutator in E Wr B, so E Wr B t=

3 u3v([u, vY* = x); since G is e.c. in 22, G N 3a3tz([a, v\n = x), i.e. x is divis-

ible by 72 in   G    .   Thus G      is divisible; the proof that G      satisfies (II) is

similar.

Now consider G/G    .  Embed G into G     Wr G/G    .   Let E be an e.c. abel-

ian group extending G/G      and containing an element of infinite order, and embed

G(1)Wr G/GW into G(1)WrE as in Proposition 10.  Notice that (G(1) Wr E)(1) O

G = G^ '.   (The inclusion from right to left is obvious.   For the other way, we ob-

serve that (G(1)Wr E)(1)C G(1)£   since   (G(1)Wr E)/GWE « E is abelian.  But

by the definition of the Kaloujnine-Krasner embedding, the only elements of G

which end up in G under our sequence of maps are the elements of G   ■•)

Thus we have an obvious commutative diagram

G -► G(1)Wr E

G/G(l)-Kc(1)WrE)/(Ga>WrE)(1).

Now suppose x £ G/G      is the image of x £ G under the canonical homomor-

phism.  It follows from the above parenthetical remarks and Neumann's result that

(G     Wr E)     = G       , so the group in the bottom right-hand corner of the diagram

is isomorphic to E, and hence divisible.   Thus this group satisfies   3y(y" = x),

for any positive integer 22.   Thus

G(1)WrE   k 3y3ulviy" = x[u,v]),

so G satisfies this sentence because it is e.c in 22. Thus x" is divisible by n

in G/Gü), and we conclude that G/G{V> satisfies (I). That G/GU) satisfies (II)

can be seen by reconsidering the proof of Proposition 2.

Of course the converse of Proposition 11 is false, for otherwise the class of

e.c. metabelian groups would be elementary in the wider sense (by Proposition 12

(ii)).   More directly, if A and B are e.c. abelian groups and B contains an ele-

ment of infinite order then H = A Wr B is not e.c. by the corollary to Proposition

10, but /7(I)= AB is e.c. by the Eklof-Sabbagh axioms and /i//7(1) « B is also

e.c.

Finally, we observe that whereas in any metabelian group G, the derived sub-

group G      is an abelian normal subgroup H such that G/H is abelian, in an e.c.

metabelian group the derived subgroup is characterized by this property.
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Proposition 12.  ¡n an e.c. metabelian group G,

(i) every element which commutes with every commutator is itself a commu-

tator;

(ii) every element of G      is itself actually a commutator;

(iii) G      is the only abelian normal subgroup H of G such that G/H is abelian.

Proof, (i) Embed G into G     Wr B where B is an abelian group extending

G/G      and containing an element of infinite order.  As in the proof of Proposition

10, we see that any element of G     Wr B which centralizes G        must itself be

in G and hence a commutator (by the choice of B). Hence

G(1)Wr B   F- V*(VyVz(x[y, z] » [y, z]x) -» Julvix = [22, v])).

This sentence is equivalent to an  V3  sentence, so since G is e.c, the sentence

holds in G.

(ii) Obvious from (i), since G      is abelian.

(iii) If H is an abelian normal subgroup of G such that G/H is abelian, then

clearly H 2 G1   , so since H is abelian every element of H commutes with every

commutator in G.   So H Ç G(    by (i).   Thus  H - G    .

In closing we remark that the principal results of this paper can be viewed as

answering one form of the question of how far away one can go from the theory of

abelian groups and still get a model companion.   It would be interesting to have

an answer to another form of this question, namely, what happens for the theory of

groups nilpotent of class <c for fixed c?(2)
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